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Future-proof collaboration at the
CALIDA GROUP with Office 365.
The CALIDA GROUP is a global player in the clothes market with its brands CALIDA,

Currently, CALIDA GROUP members CALIDA,

AUBADE, MILLET, EIDER, LAFUMA Outdoor, LAFUMA MOBILIER and OXBOW. Head-

Lafuma, and Aubade all operate their own IT

quartered in Sursee, Switzerland, the group is a leading provider of high-quality

infrastructures. Introducing Office 365 under a

underwear, nightwear and luxury lingerie. Spearheaded by CALIDA; its brands are

shared tenant will allow us to dramatically

synonymous with innovative materials, excellent workmanship and attention to

improve productivity and collaboration between

detail, with products that have embraced values such as sustainability, Swiss-ma-

these companies for the future without adding

de quality and contemporary design for over 75 years. 3,000 employees worldwide

complexity. Files and information are shared

contribute to the success of the CALIDA GROUP.

between departments using SharePoint Online
and OneDrive for Business. With the introduction

Starting point. The CALIDA GROUP – comprising of CALIDA, Lafuma and Aubade –

of a unified Exchange Online infrastructure, our

wanted to work more closely in the future, leverage synergies and jointly increase

employees will be able to collaborate even more

productivity. Every member still operated their own IT infrastructure which, apart

easily and benefit from increased transparency.

from exchanging e-mails, worked completely separately from the rest of the group.
Tighter coordination was needed – most importantly shared calendars and secure

Markus Kasper,

data exchange between certain departments like HR and IT – and is ever more crucial

Head of IT Infrastructure, CALIDA Holding AG

for corporate success. And because CALIDA was still using the 2007 version of Office,
they wanted to upgrade the suite along with the upcoming Windows 10 rollout.
Project objectives. The software upgrade at CALIDA should not be a siloed affair at
each company. Rather, the group aimed to enable efficient and secure collaboration
across business units and departments, however, using an environment that was to
be independent of the existing infrastructures at each organisation.
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Process. Bechtle approached the goal via a number of sub-projects, migrating the

CUSTOMER PROFILE.

existing Exchange infrastructures into a shared Office 365 infrastructure and upgrading the client with Office 365 Pro Plus in preparation of the Office 365 deployment.
Solution. To this end, Bechtle first built the CALIDA Tenant and Sync Service using
Microsoft Azure, making VPN access to all three environments much easier. In a final

CSince 1941, CALIDA has been producing high qua-

step, Bechtle initiated the Office 365 Pro Plus project which was combined with the

lity products in accordance with Swiss tradition – of-

Windows 10 rollout. The result was a cloud-ready client.

fering sustainability, the right fit, and unmistakable
style. Innovative materials of superlative quality, ex-

In the next step, Bechtle configured SharePoint team sites in order to allow use of the

cellent craftmanship, and attention to detail make

file library as a single, joint data storage solution, meaning that CALIDA can now se-

CALIDA products long-lasting must-haves for both

curely and efficiently share files between group companies. In addition, the Exchange

the fashion-conscious and those who prefer classic

infrastructure was also overhauled: First, Bechtle established a hybrid connection

pieces.

for each of the three existing environments and the mailboxes subsequently moved

The range, including underwear and sleepwear,

to the cloud In this way, Bechtle enabled the CALIDA GROUP to work completely ac-

lounge wear, shirts, knits, accessories, swim and

ross the companies, including sharing calendars.

beach wear, has been designed and developed as
a mix and match collection of timeless basics and

However, the joint Microsoft Azure components hasn’t meant sacrificing handy single

modern pieces that can be combined to create an

sign-on, since each unit continues to operate its own ADFS server. The companies

individual style.

are now able to collaborate without the unnecessary complexity of a cross-forest

All CALIDA products are developed in Sursee in the

migration which would otherwise be the case in such a situation.

heart of Switzerland. People who value top quality and want to feel comfortable in their own skin,

Business benefits. Employing Office 365 technologies in the CALIDA GROUP simply

whether at work or at home, indoors or out, day or

and elegantly solved the technical and business requirements of the three group

night.

companies. Implementing Office 365 at CALIDA, Lafuma and Aubade delivers the fle-

Further information: calidagroup.com

xibility and functionality they need. All business units and departments can now work
together efficiently and securely in a Microsoft-hosted environment that is always
up-to-date and independent of the three existing CALIDA infrastructures.

Further information:
bechtle.ch
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PARTNER.

